The Special Creamery Course.

The special creamery course opens Jan. 7, and a large attendance is expected this year. Applications are being received not only from this state but from many others as well.

During the special course the dairy school will be provided with a complete line of the most approved discontinuous pasteurizers, direct and combined churn and workers, three for each style of complete line.

A complete line of the most approved aerator can be placed in any creamery makes of power cream separators. The remarkable selective ability in that veal to good advantage the talents of it was not only well calculated to re-

The College is now receiving from the neighboring farmers about 2,000 pure and mellow milk, a portion of which is all made into butter, a large portion of which is consumed at the Hotel at Holt and in Detroit.

We would again urge those who have not had any dairy experience, and who are contemplating taking the creamery course, to come one month before school opens, so that they may be able to work to better advantage during the regular course.

Jno. Michels.

The Lecture Course Entertainment.

The concert given by the Stephenson String Quartet and Miss Addie Chase Smith in the armory last Friday evening was one of the finest musical events ever heard in the community. The program displayed remarkable selective ability in that under observations Prof. Wheeler showed one of the western white pine, Douglas fir, western larch (or tamarack), and western juniper; also specimens of lichens and reindeer moss, collected by G. E. Tower in Utah.

In Honor of the Governor.

The Thanksgiving Military Wreath, presented to the governor by the women of Lansing, is a something in her playing that is a bias and favors or adverse criticism, but from them was clear and her voice pure and given with rare grace and finish.

Mr. Craig showed that plants grown a dozen years. Her enunciation was clear and her voice pure and given with rare grace and finish. There was but one flaw to be noted in all of her work, but as it is a common one to her sex it may be overlooked. In the rendition of "Helene Thamire," Miss Smith attempted the gesture of throwing a shoe under a horse, and the boy's smile was the same because they never knew a girl that could.

Irving Ginther.

Illness of Dr. Kedzie.

Last Friday morning while making preparations for his lecture in organic chemistry, Dr. Kedzie suffered from a slight stroke of paralysis affecting his right side. He was at once removed to his residence and is now resting comfortably. The first symptoms of the attack have now almost entirely disappeared and he is able (Monday) to attend to his work. The doctors have been able to form the most satisfactory results; but then, the girls will forgive him because they never could it.

Mr. A. G. Craig spoke on "The Behavior of Plants Towards Light." The meeting of the Debating Club has been decided upon the 17th of the month.

Botanical Club.

The program at the Botanical Club Tuesday evening was furnished by Horticultural seniors.

Mr. G. Craig spoke on "The Behavior of Plants Towards Light." The effect was noticed upon both leaves and stems.

Mr. T. G. Phillips' subject was, "To our M. A. C. friends: Words fail to express our feeling of gratitude to our friends who so kindheartedly gave us their time and cheerfulness to make the evening memorable with words of sympathy, deeds of kindness, and beautiful flowers."

J. J. Ferguson.

An Invitation.

To our M. A. C. friends:

Words fail to express our feeling of gratitude to our friends who so kindheartedly gave us their time and cheerfulness to make the evening memorable with words of sympathy, deeds of kindness, and beautiful flowers.

The ladies of the Women's Building will be at home to their friends on Thanksgiving night from 7 to 10 o'clock. They want to make the invitation general and cordial, so that any who remain over may feel at home and "tallied" as they were identified. But there were luggards which sulked in the moist sand. I dried off the rest for a rest from time to time, and on the 4th I started a week to a month or more, other seedlings appeared. The last long rest consisted of approximately eighteen months, continuing until Nov. 15, 1901. After five days three seedlings are already green, and I am expecting others after a little more time.

As I look at it, the delay of some seeds in germinating is of great advantage to the weeds, for it a lot of the seedlings would come up at once, many would die from thirst and the dirt for a rest from time to time, and on the 4th I started a week to a month or more, other seedlings appeared. The last long rest consisted of approximately eighteen months, continuing until Nov. 15, 1901. After five days three seedlings are already green, and I am expecting others after a little more time.
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and remarked: "Father, this is of that Friday evening is so char­
was only slightly affected and was
deep and wide-spread concern mani­
toward mid-day it became
doctor, is no way indicative of the
reports of his condition were cur­
day's work. No excuse will go.

The only way, however, to secure THE RECORD

Communications and other matter pertaining to the contents of the RECORD should be sent to Howard Edwards, Editor of the RECORD.

May we be able to give thanks,
To all we wish a good appetite,

College exercises will be sus­
and Y. M. C. A., Sunday evening,

College exercise was attended by a large audience which showed an increased interest in music and recitations. We have space to say merely that the entertainment was a success and that everyone desiring to go home may obtain leave of absence for Friday also. Baseball may be played this afternoon and the students will be back Monday in time for the day's work. No excuse will go.
The opening entertainment of the College Lecture Course was attended by a large audience who thoroughly appreciated the music and recitations. We have space to say merely that the entertainment was a success and that everyone desiring to go home may obtain leave of absence for Friday also. Baseball may be played this afternoon and the students will be back Monday in time for the day's work. No excuse will go.

The College Exercise was attended by a large audience who thoroughly appreciated the music and recitations. We have space to say merely that the entertainment was a success and that everyone desiring to go home may obtain leave of absence for Friday also. Baseball may be played this afternoon and the students will be back Monday in time for the day's work. No excuse will go.
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The College Exercise was attended by a large audience who thoroughly appreciated the music and recitations. We have space to say merely that the entertainment was a success and that everyone desiring to go home may obtain leave of absence for Friday also. Baseball may be played this afternoon and the students will be back Monday in time for the day's work. No excuse will go.
know what is going on in the next building, and find it difficult to keep up with the merest outlines of the classwork and activities around them.

And yet to the student who comes here for training, these manifold activities are not bewildering. He chooses, first of all, the course he will pursue. A girl enters the women's course, a boy determines which division of the world's great industrial army—that of the producers of raw material or that of the transportation and transformers of that raw material—he desires to join, and accordingly takes the agricultural or the mechanical course. After that the matter is easy for him. Step by step he is carried from class to class, for he is not subject to an examination. He finds himself, equipped with whatever experience, understanding, too, the nature and art, to grapple with and combat or to call into action, the work he will undertake. He is turned out alert, capable, ready, not a finished master-worker as yet, but keen of intellect and cunning of hand and eye to take hold of whatever task may offer itself, understanding the forces that he has to combat or to call into action, thoroughly acquainted with the mechanical and art, to grapple with and dominate the social, moral, and political forces that surge around him.

As a specimen of the variety and thoroughness of the work going on, we are led into the Horticultural laboratory where we found Professor Hedrick in charge, and he very kindly showed us what there is to see. "These students," he says, "are carrying on trials to determine what the limits of grafting are. The art of grafting is one of the oldest having to do with the growing of plants. It was a secret around which the gardener sought to throw a great deal of mystery, and the wildest notions of its possibilities and limitations prevailed. Vergil talks about bidding the union. And under the elm the sow on acorns fare."

"What facts are brought out by the students' work?" we asked.

"Well," said the professor, "the main indication of the care necessary to a successful operation would seem to be that the closer the relation of the stock and scion the better the union." (To be continued.)

The Russian Thistle as a Forage Crop

We all know with what fear the farmers of Michigan heard of the advent of the Russian thistle into the state.

At one time, if I am not mistaken, the people of the Dakotas and Minnesota wanted an appropriation of $3,000,000 from the government with the view of exterminating this plant. During the present summer the weather was extremely dry in Kansas, Nebraska and surrounding country, and the Russian thistle endured the drought about as well as anything. Early in the season, before it blossoms and becomes prickly, the Russian thistle makes good pasture. In roaming about these dry regions during this summer, Mr. H. P. Baker, '05, as one of the for­esters for the government, reports the Russian thistle a friend in disguise, for he has seen thousands of acres cut and made into hay.

W. J. B.

"The midnight oil! " is the " midnight spot!" spoiled health, spoiled scholarship, spoiled stamina, spoiled ambitions.

College students think the heavens will fall when they fail with the faculty. The heavens do fall—fail to laugh—fail.

College students think the heavens will fall when they fail with the faculty. The heavens do fall—fail to laugh—fail.

Furniture... Headquarters

COMPLETE LINE OF FURNITURE FOR STUDENTS' ROOMS

Canvas Cots at 95c. Woven Wire Cots at $1.50. Woven Wire Springs at $1.50, $2.00, and $2.50. Mattresses at $2.00, $2.50, and $3.00. Tables at $1.50 and $1.55. Chairs at 50c. All goods delivered to your room free.

M. J. & B. M. BUCK.

The main item in Stoves is to get the best for the least money. We have the nicest assortment ever in the city. Steel Ranges $18.00 to $40.00; Cast Cook Stoves with Reservoir $16.00 to $25.00; Base Burner Coal Stoves $25.00 to $40.00; Soft Coal Air-Tight Stoves $12.00 to $18.00; Air-Tight Wood Stoves $5.00 to $9.00; Nice Oil Heaters $3.25 to $4.00. Everyone of them fully guaranteed. A nice line of Pocket Cutlery, Razors, Shears, in fact anything needed in the Hardware Line you will find it and at prices to suit you, at

NORTON'S HARDWARE.
THE JEWETT & KNAPP STORE

Every department full of new Fall and Winter Merchandise...

New Dress Goods, Silks, Hosiery, Underwear, Gloves, Cloaks, Suits, Hats, Shoes, etc.

Jewett & Knapp, The Reliable Store.

222, 224 Washington Ave. S.

ALL MEATS....

Choice and fresh, but there is a very great difference in the quality we handle and the quality you handle. We handle none but the very best. Like the proverb, 'A little knowledge is a dangerous thing.' In the eating. A true logical solution to our great problem, "How" has not been discovered." And so does ex-Governor Hon. Carroll D. Wright believe.
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